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Celebrating

Spring 2012

The
Sustainability
Issue
Every week is Earth Week at PS1!

PS1 represents at CAIS
Twenty-five PS1 teachers and administrators made a powerful
presence at California Association of Independent Schools
Southern Regional Meeting at Campbell Hall on March 5.
Seventeen of our faculty members presented workshops
about their teaching passions, favorite curricular units, or
PS1 model programs to over 800 independent school teachers
in attendance at the all-day conference. Topics included
worm bin science, the PS1 clubs, and integrating specialist
programs into our classrooms.

Mystery Photo

May

15–18
20

Do you hold the
key to identifying
these PS1 Alumni?
Please email
Deirdre at
deirdre@psone.org

Grads Camping Trip

40th Anniversary Celebration!
on the Field of Dreams

Sunday, May 20, 2012, 12 noon
Come and celebrate with us!
21

Attention Golfers!
Post celebration round of golf
at Malibu Golf Club, 10:00AM

22–24
June
How fitting for our 40th
anniversary to have a
mystery photo from the
first year of our school.
(l to r) Erin Riley, Kim
Wilson and Rachel King.
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All School Camping Trip
School Tour

14

Graduation 4PM

15

Moving Up Day 10AM

40th Anniversary
Celebration!
Join us for the ultimate reunion…
Sunday, May 20, 2012
See inside for details…

At PS1, we recognize that every
child is unique, so we built a
school that nurtures individual
talents and learning styles.
That’s how children become
the best versions of themselves.
In a school where fitting in is
about being yourself.

40
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Our 40th Anniversary
Celebration!
Sunday, May 20th , 2012
Schedule of Events:
12 noon — Event begins with Games, Archival
Scavenger Hunt, Photo Booth, and more
Lunch — Created by Alumni Parents
Marla and Fernando Barreira
1:00pm — Program
1:30 – 2:30pm — Live Music
2:30pm — Cake is Served
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Sustainability is the theme for this issue of Periscope. Within
these pages you will find evidence of environmental sustainability,
global sustainability, and curricular program sustainability. Our
sustainability efforts have become second nature to so many of us
in our school community, young and less-young alike.
Last year, we were recognized for our successes and our efforts
by the City of Santa Monica and the Santa Monica Chamber of
Commerce with the Grand Prize in Sustainability for the entire city.
We are finding new ways every month to become more sustainable.
As I write this article, construction workers are installing reclaimed
redwood on the sides of our new building. By the end of the
summer, we will have solar panels on the roof purchased with funds
donated by our parents last year at the Raise the Paddle/Fund A
Need portion of our Auction.
One more form of sustainability — demographic sustainability
— also deserves our attention. Demographic sustainability means
building a community that embraces and cherishes differences. As
sustainability in all its forms has become an indelible concentration
for us in the past five years , so will an emphasis on our founding
principle of pluralism become a focus in the coming years.
Pluralism - demographic sustainability — making sure that we
hear and honor everyone’s story and everyone’s strengths — allows
for richness to permeate our campus and our daily lives. From
the actor who is a ham on the
stage toWhere
the go-to Knowledge
student within a Meets
PS#1
classroom on the subject of dinosaurs or the American political
process; from the shy child who goes about quietly doing things
for others without calling attention to himself to the child whose
passion leads her to be a world-class athlete; from the child
who can build anything to the child whose greatest strength is
to bring others together. When you are valued, acknowledged,
and recognized for who you are, for what makes you you, you
are naturally drawn to make others feel good about themselves
too. Many schools strive for diversity in their student body from
traditional perspectives of race, socio-economic status, religion,
ethnicity, gender orientation, etc. While important, I believe that
does not go deep enough. The truth is that we are all different
from each other. No two people are alike, even those who might
fall into the same categories listed above.
We all want to fit in. In other schools and social situations,
children learn that fitting in means trying to be just like everyone
else. And yet so many of the qualities that parents value and
cherish most about their child are neither recognized nor encouraged outside the home. The PS1 difference — why kids say they are
the smartest in their Kindergarten class and also when they are
ready to graduate from PS1 at age 12 — is because we know that it
is not how smart you are, but how you are smart.
We build empowerment. When we talk about pluralism — the ‘P’
in PS1 — we are referring to respecting, recognizing, and building
upon a child’s passions, interests, talents, personal expressions,
strengths, and uniqueness. The richness and uniqueness of our
lives can best be realized when we recognize that there is an element within each and every one of us that defines our own piece
of genius. Respect that element – don’t try to make the many
all the same — and, at the same time, make sure you create an
environment that allows us to hear each other and work together
for the ideas, vision, and goals we have in common. We develop
the individual but not at the expense of the community. We build
community at PS1 according to the motto of our nation that
appears on the backside of every American coin. E Pluribus
Unum — out of many, one. Out of Many Unique People Valued and
Cherished for their Differences We Make One School Community.
That is the PS1 Way.
How would I describe the essence of PS1? How about, “WHERE
FITTING IN IS ABOUT BEING YOURSELF.” Pluralism is what can
make the world sustainable.

40!
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and counting…

If you're reading this issue of Periscope you're
a part of the PS1 community. It will be a day for
the PS1 history books — don’t miss it!
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Joel Pelcyger
Where Knowledge Meets Imag
, Head of School
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Preserve and Teach

Swap

Earth Week goes on and on at PS1

Earth Art Exhibition

Like a favorite book that can be ready many times, our onceloved toys and games have been given a new life! The annual
PS1 Swap, run by and for the students, was an Earth Week
highlight. Kids cleaned out their closets of lighty-used or nearnew puzzles, dolls and fire engines. There was an option to
swap for a different item. And, in the end, seven large cartons
of collected goods are destined for donation and re-use through
this sustainable service project.

Myesha Jones visited us from City of Santa Monica Office of
Sustainability and the Environment to help out AB’s class in the
art room, giving them tips about how the 3 Rs can produce usable
art. Myesha was very impressed by the students and the artwork
she encountered at PS1, so she invited our students to develop a
collective art sculpture crafted from recycled materials — and said
that she would display it at City Hall as a representative piece of
the excellent sustainable work at PS1! So, first the SM Aquarium.
Next, City Hall.

Students from LA’s Class celebrated
Earth Day by unveiling their “Earth Art”
Exhibition at the Santa Monica Pier
Aquarium, with a reception with the 8-to
10-year-old artists. They followed in the
footsteps of British artist/naturalist Andy
Goldsworthy and created sculptures from
found objects in nature, such as leaves,
grasses, stones and branches, which were
then photographed. The photographs
were taken by photography artist Audra
Arbas, a self-described “visual translator”
who uses her work as a contribution to
both art and education. Each photograph
in the exhibition is accompanied by poetry
inspired by the students’ experiences emulating Goldsworthy’s artistic approach.
The exhibition is on view through May 20.

Staff Appreciation Day

Spring Sing

Trashion Show

This year’s Staff Appreciation luncheon was held at La Botte Restaurant in Santa
Monica, and the menu, ambiance and appreciation of parents and fellow colleagues was
extraordinary. In keeping with our 40th anniversary, we thought you all would like to
hear about it the first Staff Appreciation Day. It was held January 29, 1990 in the home
of the Rodriguez family in Santa Monica. The parents prepared a proper English tea,
and while nine parents stayed at school working with the children, we all ate scones and
clotted cream to the sound of Renaissance music. After tea, we all had our fortunes
told by a real professional fortune teller in costume. It was a hilarious event and the
beginning of one of our favorite PS1 traditions.

Coinciding with our celebration of Earth Week, the PS1 Chorus
presented “Spring Sing,” an outdoor performance on the small
stage. The audience sat picnic-style on the lawn. In lieu of
paper programs, students made oral introductions to our vocal
selections. The highlight was a special song about world unity
called “Watu Wote,” sung in English and Swahili.

At PS1’s third annual Trashion Show,
PS1 students strutted down the runway
in honor of our Mother Earth in clothes
designed and created from — yes! —
TRASH! That’s hot.

“To preserve and to teach” is the mandate
for school archives, and we have lost no
time fulfilling that mandate at PS1.
This spring the Youngers Cluster has
been studying the history of the school.
Going to the source, each class paid
visits to the school archives, where our
archivist, Ellie Pelcyger, showed them
photos of the early school buildings. They

Traditions… New and Old
found it hard to believe that the whole
school was once only as large as their
class. All-school photos told the story of
the school’s beginnings with fewer than
30 children and its steady growth over the
years to more than 200. Two classes, JBK
and LJM, interviewed Joel and Ellie with
prepared questions about the origins
of the school and why they started it in
1971. The interviews are now also on
video for the archives. JBK took photos
of the current school buildings and its
people, interviewed faculty and staff on
how the school has changed since they
have been working here, and compiled
it all into a book. LJM students looked
at the architecture in different areas of
the school, drew, and painted what they
saw. Their pictures and interview with
the founders will be used to make a book,
“All About PS1.”
LG Bridge class has been doing a
more intensive study of the archives.
In March each table group visited there
for 35 minutes, learning what materials
are stored and exploring the boxes and
drawers with assigned research tasks.
In April they created for the Archives a
book of drawings and writing about places
on campus they have or will have seen
disappear and relocate during their years.
The future of PS1’s collected history
will be in good hands as these young
students make their own imprints on it.
2
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To kick off our study on how best to take
care of the Earth, TK’s class took a trip
to the Santa Monica Recycling Center
where we learned about the importance
of reducing, reusing and recycling. We
witnessed machines and people sorting
through the trash taking out valuable or
recyclable items such as paper, glass,
cardboard and metal. After learning the
hows and whys of recycling, reducing and
reusing, we posted helpful signs in our
classroom to serve as reminders to be
extra conscientious about what we do.

One can never think too much about
reducing our impact on the environment
– especially in Art! An investigation into
primary and secondary colors led to the
creation of color wheel spinners made
from old cardboard and pencil stumps.
We all agreed how important it is to take
good care of the environment and to
reuse and find new purposes for already
used materials.

Brad and Holly’s class has kept its
collective eyes on the prize of environmental awareness and sustainability all
year long. Our Open House stations all
made use of reused products. Being
parsimonious and sage with consumable
materials remains a cornerstone of our
annual Science Fair in May, which will
feature investigative research projects
with an environmental connection to life
science.

TK

LA
LiAnne and Alia’s class visited the
Ballona Wetlands to learn more about
the complex interrelationships of the
native plant and animal species there.
We participated in habitat restoration
by removing some of the non-native,
invasive plant species, and then
reused these materials to create Andy
Goldsworthy-inspired Earth Art, which
we had professionally photographed. Our
beautiful photos along with the original
poems they inspired were then exhibited
as part of the citywide Earth Week
celebration at the Santa Monica Pier
Aquarium.

Art

BH

Curriculum Connections
JBK
For this year’s annual Open House,
Jennine, Bonnie and Kristin’s class
decided to make all of the activities and
demonstrations completely waste free!
100%! Signs were constructed from
pre-used cardboard, and we utilized
white boards in place of paper. At our
“Recycling Center,” guests were invited
to take home reusable materials and
give them a second life.
Student environmentalists in Holly and
Shannon’s class have been examining
how humans can affect erosion and
deposition both positively and negatively.
We built “dams” inside stream table
models to help a “town” lying at a low
elevation avoid “flood” damage. We
changed the direction of a river in our
stream table models using large rocks
and gravel. We explored the impact of
building projects near water sources.
Through our studies we learned that
city planning involves more than just
architecture.

HS
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LG
Do you know where your fruit comes
from? Students in Louise and Gina’s
class have been collecting the stickers
from fruits we eat to study where in
the world they come from. We found
that some bananas travel 4,171 miles
just to get to our stores! We discussed
the greener options of buying produce
that is grown locally and in season.
This month we are taking a field trip
to a local farm to learn more about
sustainable farming practices.
Abbie and Billy’s students educated
and entertained a captivated audience
during Open House with a musical
play based on conservation entitled
“The Three Little Pigs Go Green.” We
shared how to make homes more energy
efficient by using fluorescent lighting,
solar panels, Energy Star appliances,
and other environmentally-friendly
features. Living “green” and developing
confidence in public speaking were
clearly evident in
the performance.      

AB
5

JC

Library

LJM
After a tour of the ReDiscover Center,
Lucia, Jen and Marie’s class was inspired
to use recycled materials to create
animal habitats. As one of the students
said, “You shouldn’t throw things away;
you should find a way to reuse things!”
We continue to reduce and reuse
materials in our art and even have found
ways to use recycled materials in the
block area!

Curriculum Connections
The use of technology is a sustainable
practice in the Olders. In John and
Chris’ life science studies, we formed
partnerships and used our iPads to
create paperless presentations on
different aspects of the human body.
The projects were informative and
visually compelling and have been
electronically recorded for posterity.

“Green” practice in the Library involves
lots of colors. We use individual white
boards and erasable markers for drawing; it saves paper and it allows for recreation. If the children r-e-a-l-l-y want
to save a design or poem, the librarian
takes digital photos to preserve their
work!

Music connects us to the world.
Clusters sing of insects and hippos,
of country roads and oak trees, and
of the friendships we make when we
open our hearts.

Newspaper, soup cans, old jeans, felt
scraps, glass jars, and much more!
There’s no limit to the resourcefulness
of our Aftercare kids when it comes to
crafts. During Earth Week, the usableart products included yarn vases, coin
purses, gift bags, sock animals, and
reusable napkins. Got an item that
could be recycled? We got an idea!

The first International Earth Week
celebration in 1970 introduced noncompetitive activities for people of
all ages and all skills. The original
“earth games” included the giant
earth ball and parachute. Here, at PS1,
in our fortieth year, P.E. students
are no strangers to the concepts
and techniques of collaborative play
and effective teamwork.

P.E.
6

Music

Aftercare
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The PS1 Alumni Association

Liza Preminger

Chelsea Marble

Alumni Corner

We try to include as many Alumni updates as space
allows. If you were not included in this column, and you
sent us an update, please look for your feature in an
upcoming issue. We love hearing your news!
Check out the website, we are creating a portal
where all the alumni updates will be available.

Suzanne and Gwendolyn (Waary)
Bergstrom

Pascale Marill (1992–99)
Pascale was a student at Crossroads,
then USC where she received her BA in
Architecture after five years. She writes:
“I studied abroad and lived in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia for the summer of 2008;
while traveling to Japan, China, Vietnam,
Cambodia, Singapore, and Indonesia
studying architecture, technology and
cultures. We went to Borneo, where we
stayed with an Iban tribe in the jungle to
help the tribe design a visitors’ center so
they could create some income while also
preserving their way of life. It was probably the coolest thing I’ve ever done! We all
stayed in their long house where we were
graciously welcomed by traditional dancing, food and rice wine. It’s amazing that a
group of old head hunters could be some of
the sweetest people I’ve ever met. In 2009
I interned at OMA*AMO in New York City
working on new architecture building for
Cornell University.”
“Upon graduating, I received the
Raymond S. Kennedy Award for my final
project ‘in recognition of outstanding and
original presentation of architectural problems representing creative innovations.’ “
“I work at Gast Architects, an awardwinning architectural firm in San Francisco
that specializes in high-end residential
and some commercial work. In an office
of 10 people, I’m the youngest by almost
20 years. I’m surrounded by mentors, and
though I’m not an architect yet, I’m working on master plans and having individual
meetings with clients and interior designers as if I were one! I couldn’t have asked
for more.”

Ivey Burns (2005–11)
Ivey lives in Thousand Oaks and goes to
La Reina School. She continues to concentrate on her riding, winning many awards
in Hunter Jumper and Equitation classes.
In 2011 she was the L A Hunter Jumper
Association’s overall high point champion.
Ivey’s coming back to visit before the end
of this school year.
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Ivey Burns

Bruce Pachtman (1985–88)
Bruce, a well-beloved former Youngers
teacher, was in town recently with a touring
storytelling performance he produced at
a local night club. Abbie, Deirdre, Andrea
and Maggie — “old friends and fans” —
attended the show. Bruce has school
treasures — scrapbooks and photos — that
will be on display at the 40th Anniversary
and in the archives.

Open House

Chelsea Marble (1996–2000)
“Recently, I started a new job working
at a therapeutic preschool in Culver City.
It really is a dream come true because I
feel like I am giving back to all those who
helped me on my roller coaster ride. I
never thought at age 23 I would be working
my dream job already! I graduated from
Santa Monica College with a degree in
Early Childhood Special Education in the
fall. Of course I am still a die hard, passionate Red Sox fan just like I was at PS1. A few
weeks ago a dream came true when I got
to stand on the field of Dodger Stadium
while auditioning to sing the National
Anthem. It was the most amazing, yet
nerve wracking, thing I have ever done!”
Jacob Feldman (2002–09)
From his mom: “Jacob is thriving at
Crossroads, brilliant in class and now
doing professional stand up as you
predicted at his graduation when you
said you could see him as the next
Jon Stewart...”

Many thanks to the following Alumni Ambassadors for
serving as tour guides at Open House this year: Sophie Aaron,
Trevor Nevell, Amanda Reymer, Louis Waldman, Gavin Abraham,
Makai Andrews, Alana Champion, Rudy Frayre, James Werner
and Halle Jacobs.
We also got to see many more alums on campus
that night. Here’s a few pictured above: Justin Eatman,
Louis Waldman, Rudy Frayre, Clyde Mulroney, Becket Hamel,
and Gus Wortman (who is a current PS1 student).

Abe Wortman

Abe Wortman (1991–95)
“I went to the French Culinary Institute
in NYC and cooked in New York, San Francisco, and Oakland. I went back to school
to study wine 5 years later and passed the
Introductory and Certified Sommelier exams at the Professional Culinary Institute
in San Jose. I was a server and Sommelier for the next 5 years in San Francisco,
Oakland and New York. Some notable
jobs: In New York I worked as a cook and
later a server/assistant Sommelier at
Mario Batali’s Lupa restaurant. In San
Francisco, I worked as a line cook under
George Marrone at Tartare. I have decided
to switch careers and am in school to get a
BioScience degree, then a Doctoral degree
in Physical Therapy. At the moment I am
finishing some prerequisites at the College
of Alameda. I recently got engaged and
bought a house in the Bay Area, all in
a couple of months!”
Liza Preminger (1991–98)
After PS1, Liza attended Archer School
and Pitzer College. She finishes grad school
at Pepperdine University this year, where
she is a student of Clinical Psychology. She
is a Counselor at The Center for Individual
and Family Counseling in North Hollywood,
and absolutely loves her job. She manages
to keep up with several friends from PS1 in
spite of a very busy schedule.
Suzanne (Waary) Bergstrom (1983–89)
Suzanne welcomed her newborn baby
girl, Gwendolyn, into the world on March
25, 2012. Congratulations!
Sam Mindel (1998–05)
Sam is studying chemistry at Tufts
in Massachusetts, hoping to take next
semester off and be in Los Angeles, where
he’s looking for a job at a doctor’s office.

Mel Suhd, The Godfather
of Pluralism
Melvin Suhd has spent his working life in both progressive
education and humanistic psychology. He has taught, consulted and administered at several schools and universities,
including Cal State, Berkeley, Leslie University, and Eastern
Michigan University. He helped design the first Head Start
classroom in the USA. After his theory of pluralism in education gained recognition, he helped design and direct the
country’s first external master’s degree program at Goddard
College, and then the first University Without Walls. He now
heads University for Integrative Learning.
In the 60’s, he worked with Education Development Centers
in Massachusetts, which designed unique learning materials
including sturdy cardboard furniture. With government funding, he established the Creative Environment Workshops in Los
Angeles where he taught Head Start teachers how to make
and use their own classroom materials. Ellie Pelcyger worked
briefly for him there and first heard his views on Pluralistic
Education. Joel Pelcyger was a colleague of Mel’s from Michigan whom he brought to Los Angles to work in education.
Suhd and three other educators created a Pluralistic School
Model as their doctoral thesis at UCLA under Dr. John Goodlad. Originally intended as a model for public education, it
included three approaches to elementary education, on the
premise that people have different learning styles that should
be recognized and maximized by teachers. Though Mel and
his colleague, Warren Dohemann, worked with school districts
in Alaska and California, only one school, PS1, adopted the
design. With his help, Joel and Ellie opened PS1 in September
of 1971. It has been organized on the principles of Pluralism
for 40 continuous years.
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